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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. CONCLUSION 

Based on the questions of the research, the researcher concludes that, 

the strategies used by teachers in teaching English are online teaching 

strategies by using direct instruction strategy and interactive instruction 

strategy. The teachers also used various method and media. The teachers 

preparing the need to be used for learning, then teachers use learning methods 

such as discussion, question answer and exercise methods to students. The 

media used by teachers is in the form of videos, images or animations and also 

in the form of YouTube links and or Google links. Of the three respondents, 

they did not use PowerPoint media because it was a bit difficult to apply. 

Teachers also use media to implement learning in the form of WhatsApp group 

or Google Classroom. 

In the implementation, teachers explain the material, providing topic to 

discuss and do question and answer with the students. Learning takes place 

online using handphone or laptop and internet media. The teacher‟s delivers 

material using prepared media such as videos, YouTube links or Google links. 

Then students listen to the material presented. It is felt that students have 

understood the material, the teachers can give assignment, discuss or question 
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answer with students. The teachers also can create groups so that students can 

work together. 

Online teaching is considered not to run well, because there are several 

obstacles that must be experienced by students. Among them are students who 

do not have hand phone or other electronic, no signal access and students not 

have quotas. The solution that teachers can do is assigning students to groups, 

working with parents, lending hand phone and writing materials and 

assignment on information board. So that students who have difficulty can 

come to school. 

 

B. SUGGESTION 

Concerning the research finding, there is some suggestion: 

1. For the teachers 

For teachers, teachers should be more creative again in teaching 

English online to students. Teachers should also prepare the purposes to be 

used with very mature, setting up good time to learn take place according 

to the plan that has been made. 

2. For the students 

For students, students must focus more on learning, especially 

English. Although learning takes place online, it should not be a reason for 

students to study lazily. The teachers have made handling of the problems 

faced so students must study well and seriously.  
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3. For the schools 

Previously I would like to thank for the schools that has allowed 

me to do research. Suggestions for schools are schools should be able to 

facilitate students who have constraints in learning. The institution should 

be able to find the best solution for teachers and students to have difficulty 

in the online learning process. Schools should also be able to establish 

good communications with parents, so students can learn comfortably and 

be monitored in the learning process. 


